GJSCI held its 4th Training Partners’ Meet, at SEEPZ on 15th June, 2018.

GJSCI is the only SSC to dedicatedly organize a Training Partners’ meet each year. It was attended by current affiliated training partners (TPs) as well as aspiring training partners. This platform was a great resource for TPs to understand our ecosystem and to guide through a smooth implementation of PMKVY 2.0. The primary goal of this vent was to increase training partner’s understanding of GJSCI working objectives, other important issues and to build relationship A Presentation on the various schemes and updates on implementation process was conveyed to the Training Partners.

We touched upon various important points about PMKVY 2.0 wherein we discussed about New QP’s, Special projects, State Skill Mission working mechanism, Compliances to follow by training partners and World Skills. And the foremost important topic Placement importance for our trainees.

GJSCI Chairman, Mr. Premkumar Kothari expressed his keen desire to impart quality training and provide placements to successfully certified candidates as the prime area of focus.

A Certificate of ‘Best Training Partner’ was awarded to 4 TPs ; Edujobs academy pvt ltd, Goldsmith Academy pvt ltd, Mascot Institute of Information & Technology and Prachiti computers. These TP’s have performed outstandingly in the areas of skilling and GJSCI took this opportunity to recognize their efforts whilst motivating the others to perform.

Edujobs academy & Goldsmith Academy shared their experiences and working areas they follow. They shared their past and current projects.

The event concluded with a Q&A round with clarity on various queries provided by the Management and Staff of GJSCI.